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Overview


Developmental dyslexia is a specific learning disability characterized by difficulty in learning to read. Some dyslexics may also have difficulty learning to write, to spell, and to speak or work with numbers. Some researchers estimate that as many as 15 percent of American students may be classified as dyslexic.

The prognosis for dyslexic students is mixed because there is a wide diversity of both symptoms and degrees of severity. However, it is clear that an effective remedial program is crucial and that early diagnosis and treatment are essential.


Responses by Robert Nash to questions concerning problems associated with dyslexia, the social/emotional impact of learning disabilities, and the University of Wisconsin's Project Success for language deficient/dyslexic students.


Provides information on the definition, etiology, and incidence of dyslexia. Presents guidelines to help developmental educators identify and test dyslexic students. Suggests helping strategies and discusses the basics of language retraining in the areas of reading, spelling, and writing.


Addresses the challenges and rewards of dealing with the many types of students that can be found in today's English classrooms including the gifted, handicapped, dyslexic, and other learning disabled.

Instructional Strategies


Describes the strategies used by a technical writing teacher who encouraged a dyslexic university engineering student to use a microcomputer as an aid in composition writing. Discusses how a word processing program was used to make the writing process easier and increase the student's self-confidence.

Discusses the Tomatis program, a method for treating dyslexia and communication problems that is also used for teaching basic elements of foreign languages.


Describes an approach to helping dyslexic children by making the learning situation as painless as possible and helping students accept responsibility for more careful scrutiny and accurate decoding.


Suggests a revised concept of multimodality, multisensory instruction which minimizes the visual modality to deal primarily with the severe spelling difficulties of the dyslexic and of others with a similar language problem.


Multisensory techniques can be used to provide opportunities for creative expression for children with specific language disabilities. Dramatics, art, movement activities, music, poetry, and dancing can help meet the children's emotional needs while also enhancing their self-concepts.


Outlines the characteristics of dyslexia and its educational implications. Stresses parental understanding of the problem and support for intervention efforts. Suggests various learning activities, along with guidelines to help the child cope with the disability, become better organized, study for tests, etc.


Alphabetic Phonics, a sequential language curriculum, is an extension of the Orton-Gillingham-Childs multisensory teaching method. The curriculum includes modern behavioral, psychological, and educational theories and practice. Developed initially as remediation for dyslexics, Alphabetic Phonics is succeeding both with small groups of severely blocked dyslexics and as prevention in regular primary grade classrooms.


Offers a checklist to help classroom teachers determine behaviors characteristic of dyslexic functioning (both visual-spatial and auditory-linguistic types). Suggests tactics for tailoring approaches to students' characteristics—strong visual/weak auditory processing skills or strong auditory/weak visual processi. skills.


Four teachers discuss using the word processor to (1) teach writing; (2) help students with dyslexia; and (3) access an information retrieval service for research papers, as well as for other classroom purposes.


Focuses on adapting typical college preparatory curricula for dyslexic secondary students.


Shows that fingerspelling makes learning the task of separating the word into its parts fun, as well as easier for some students.


Discusses current research and theory regarding neurological correlates of reading and various subtypes of reading disability. Contrasts remedial efforts versus compensatory instruction. Describes a diagnostic and instructional procedure. Provides a description of some instructional strategies for each subtype of reading disability.

Offers guidelines for diagnosing and teaching the gifted dyslexic. Lists characteristics of the gifted and of children with attention-deficit disorders. Recommends a diagnostic battery. Includes educational suggestions for family involvement, remediation of academic skill deficits, and student guidance in developing organization and study skills.

Kitzen, Kay. “Math & the Dyslexic: Making the Abstract Concrete,” Suffolk Branch—Orton Dyslexia Society Spotlight, v2 n2 Fall 1983. 5p. [ED 240 823]

Discusses several psychologists’ views on how to teach math to dyslexics.


Stresses the advantages of using the manual alphabet in classes of non-deaf students and how it is effective both for spelling and vocabulary instruction.


Provides ideas to assist volunteer tutors participating in an adult literacy program. Includes a chapter on dyslexia.


Discusses behaviors that may help instructors to identify dyslexic students, including poor reading, inability to reproduce the alphabet, and memory dysfunction.


Discusses necessary conditions for success of cost-effective programs for dyslexic students. Suggests that efficiency can be improved by setting targets for entry to secondary school, referring children early, using structured phonic teaching methods and multisensory materials, collaborating with other teachers, and involving parents.


Contains advice for the teacher in diagnosing dyslexia and developing an individualized program for overcoming severe reading problems.

Research


Discusses a case study of a dyslexic elementary student which revealed that anxiety about reading difficulties complicated instruction and impeded progress. A supportive classroom environment (which did not request oral right reading), choral repeated reading, a video oral reading production, and a desensitization/visualization exercise reduced the child’s anxiety and helped to improve his reading skills.


Follows up a study on 75 dyslexic young adults who had been referred to the Word-Blind Centre in London, England to examine remedial help received. Finds that: (1) those who received remedial help at the Centre regarded their experience as some sort of salvation; (2) early training in spelling skills was a critical factor in later improvement in spelling; (3) oral reading improvement was more a general effect of remedial teaching than of specific programs at the Centre; (4) subjects scored well on a variety of tests on science and technical subjects, but very low in the traditional arts subjects; (5) a majority of the subjects’ occupations exhibited a downward shift in status compared to that of their fathers; and (6) coping strategies such as relying on amanuenses, “camouflaging,” taking written work home, or relying on memory were used by most of the subjects.


Reviews research in the areas of reading standards and tests, reading development, dyslexia and specific reading retardation, and reading materials and interests.


Examines the evidence for and against three major approaches to the teaching of specific reading disabled children: the process approach, the specialist method, and the modality/treatment interaction method. Concludes that all differ in terms of their as-
sumptions and consequent remediation, and all have a number of associated difficulties.


Examines the hearing of learning disabled students (such as dyslexics) in an attempt to classify, identify, and design auditory stimulation procedures. Finds that many of the learning disabled students had a left ear advantage while many of the control group had right ear advantage and that left-handed students were more likely to have learning disabilities than right-handed students.


Discusses sophisticated neurological research showing that early problems with auditory perception can result in long-range negative effects for the linguistic processes in general, which must be assumed to be correlated with induced degenerative changes in the auditory system and perhaps in the brain’s linguistic sector. Also shows that the reading disabled have a significantly different perception of auditory stimuli than normal readers and that dichotic listening reveals these differences.


The ARROW (Aural, Read, Respond, Oral, Written) Technique using students’ self-voice echoing was the most effective method in helping 25 dyslexic adolescents learn their multiplication tables compared to tutor voice, read and say, and write and say methods.


Focuses on the nature of reading and reading disabilities, with implications for both theory and practice. Provides an outlet for systematic and substantive reviews, both empirical and theoretical, and for extended integrative reports of programmatic research.


Discusses the importance of handwriting and how dyslexic students are denied access to understanding themselves after writing about their thoughts and feelings because they have difficulty recalling letter shapes and trouble transcribing them on paper.


Asserts that Scholastic Aptitude Test skills of dyslexics can be enhanced through use of special test administration arrangements and a structured program of vocabulary development, test-taking strategies, and a pattern of analysis to improve reading comprehension. Two case studies illustrate the impact of drill and reinforcement, multimodal imagery techniques, and overlearning.


Examines diagnostic tools and remedial programs for students with dyslexia and other learning problems.


Notes difficulties facing bilingual students with learning disabilities and outlines remedial considerations, including the need for establishing a dominant language and diagnosing errors in one or both languages.